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Thesis objective: Nižný Medzev (from now Medzev) and Turňa Nad Bodvou (from now Turňa) are hardly known for Hungarian
recension from the point of view of settlement history. I describe these settlements with a borrowed term from traffic-geography for
being in heritage shadow situation. Although the broader region is rich in heritage, the very urbanized world of the Košice Basin
has generated little scientific interest. Although this area is rich in monuments, as indicated, for the inner core of Medzev belongs in
Slovakia’s 93 heritage zones.
The main purpose of this thesis has been to describe and interpret the architectural character by means of geography and sociohistory. Even choosing these two small towns - bee-line 30 km west of Košice - took serious preparations in itself. Since 2006,
during field work I have made the photographic and mapping documentation of more than 50 villages and small towns in the
neighborhood of Košice. On the basis of my experience I may declare that no other neighboring settlements in the Košice Basin
may have so radically different characters. Medzev lies up the river Bodva, in the mountain part, it is a German mining town with
traditions of valuable craftsmanship and autonomy since the Middle Ages. Turňa, on the other hand, faces the basin, its
development has been defined by agriculture, its social system by seigneury and its population has been mostly Hungarian.
Not less important objective of the research has been to follow up the changes since the great development concepts of the 60’s,
so not only the historical factors of the small town settlement image should be in focus. Relations of the elements of Old and new
settlement images are as diverse as our historic settlement images were, and as different as the development tendencies have
been since the 60s.Turňa and Medzev have countryside appearance, but town-like, complex structures, thus being not only mere
examples of the heritage situations, but therein displaying several gradations: how the poor districts, farmers’ areas, the middleclass’s or the aristocrats’ locations have transformed, how community spaces, centers have changed, what effects has had the
population exchange, housing plots allocations and industry projects.
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Structure of the thesis: Chapter 6 and 7 form the main part of the thesis with the description of the two towns’ characterology
(Turňa’ settlement image examination, Medzev’s settlement image examination). All other units are related to these studies, either
as preparations for them, or to systemize, interpret the knowledge revealed in them. After the introduction, in Chapter 2 (about the
notion and protection of village-like, small town settlement image) I outlined those heritage specialties that are directly related to
the thesis. My prior idea is that the present, diverse heritage protection requires a multi-disciplinar research practice that should
more and more include modern social sciences. It is especially relevant for settlement image protection which is closely related to
urbanistic practice that has accounted for social factors from the beginning. After having roughly outlined the formation of location
protection I turn to those special aspects that differentiate between the complex historic heritage from mere architectural heritage.
Also I will mention the components of this heritage, its relations to the landscape, the structure of housing plots and streets, house
shapes – constantly implying, that the established morphology may cover previously or even presently effective geographical,
social, and economical causes. The abstract also defines the main cornerstones and emphasis of Chapter 6 and 7.
In the next part of this chapter I follow up the way of emancipation of naïve architecture, since the most significant feature of both
small towns is marked by a non-professional building practice, synthesizing local energies and effects. Also I highlight the fact that
the - otherwise very active - Slovakian folk-village heritage protection has so far avoided the Košice region. As to close this train of
thought – putting forward the notion of heritage situations – let me call attention to the 20th century processes not yet well explored
by provincial architectural researches. As finalizing the outline of science history I define my notion of village-like small towns and
their main attributes.

In Chapter 3 I review the main characteristics of the extensive folk-architectural greater region that includes Medzev and Turňa
(research history and architectural character of the Košice region). Slovakian and Hungarian aspects differ clearly in the following:
while the former has a concept of mountain wooden- architecture - plain adobe-architecture dichotomy; the latter approaches the
housing regions from the central lowland. This review also brings forward that the urbanization effect of Košice is a lot more
prominent than the architecture of the Basin should be incorporated in some ethnographic region. Upon this, I have defined the
regional sphere of the thesis as ‘Košice Basin’ according to Physical-geographic literature. Further in this chapter I review the main
characteristics of settlement structure and house building customs of the Basin, also present heritage situations to portray the
regional embedding of the two towns. Seeing that there exist hardly any architectural reviews on the region, I have mostly relied on
the descriptions of major résumés and my own previous research results. In the 4th chapter, step by step I conceptualize the
expected outcome of the comparison of the two towns (basic concepts of the comparison of Turňa and Medzev). As I put forward
regionally effective prior questions relating to the two settlements, I also refer to those general increments that have arisen by
defining periods of naive architecture, or by typifying modernization present since the 60’s. In Chapter 5, before the case-studies I
expound on the practical steps of research, applied methods, explored sources and literatures (empirical data collection).
Chapter 6 and 7 - introducing the two towns – have uniform structure as to facilitate comparison. The objective has been to focus
on the present, evincible townscape characteristics, consequently the review of precedents of the Middle Ages, that is, the
formation of the historic town bears less significance. On the other hand the 20th century modernization efforts traceable from the
1900s till the 60s – and historically still decisively determining present settlement image - play a key role. After these preliminary
notes the actual structure of the case studies should come forward. Following some introductory ideas, Subchapter 1 comprises
those geographic (local energies) and historic (potential energies) causes that have facilitated the birth and development of the

town. Subsequent to these I review the verifiable town-structure characteristics and their changes on the basis of 18th century map
figures (the town’s historic structure).
Finally, one by one there come the tiny stones of the townscape mosaics, the dwelling-houses, their historic variations and their
civic, country-town forms (historic house types). As an ending to the case studies I follow up all those modernization challenges
and morphological changes that have been brought about with the rapid life-style changes of the 60s (disintegration of the historic
settlement-image). In addition I mention the fractions occurred in the character of landscape relations, expansion of street network
and building-plots stock, as well as the present image as a new and old combination of historic inner core and historic suburbs.
Chapter 8 juxtaposes the separately observed marks of the two towns (confronting the character marks of the two towns). By these
means those apparent differences emerge that have manifested in the two towns’ historic character, also those tendencies that
influence the present heritage situation. Lastly, in Chapter 9, adhering to the questions formulated in the Chapter 4, compiled in 9
points, I have summarized the regional results of the thesis that are concretely related to the two sites, and also the statements that
may be linked to generalizable, broader, scientific discussions (thesis-like summary of the results – also see: this thesis paper).

Employed literatures, sources and applied methods: during the preparatory literature reviews of the field work the following
subject matters were studied: (1) general heritage protection discourse, with a special view to settlement heritage notions, (2)
literature of folk (or naïve) architecture with a view upon Slovakian authors’ works, (3) analysis relating to the two towns and their
environments. For them being very broad, the first two subject matters can not accomplish completeness. However in the third
subject I attempt to explore all works available in Slovakia and Hungary. The methodology included two parts: source exploration
and field work on site. During source exploration historic, present maps and statistics were collected, as for field work there were
street images to be photo-documented, archive photos to explore, ground-plan of the selected houses to delineate, their facades to
measure, and structured interviews to make. During discovery of the settlement heritage I were to consider the simultaneous
application of the methodology of several science faculties, that is, science of architecture, geography, folklore, history and
sociology. Aspects to study were the formation of landscape relations, the changes of street and plot forms, and the individual
house forms. All these morphological processes were interpreted upon an aspect of a socio-historic explanation that required
historical and demographical knowledge. I have portrayed the Historic background on the basis of literature studies, however when
studying the second half of the 20s century I had to take into consideration the interviewees’ remembrances as well.

THESISES IN GENERAL

Differences of the two thesis groups: I interpret the case studies results of Turňa and Medzev upon two vertical levels. The
fundamental question of the first thesis group is what the architectural results emerge in their character caused by the extremely
different developments of the two Bodva-bank country-towns. The second thesis group contributes to general heritage, urbanistic
and house development discourses. While the four thesises consisting the first group compose statements relevant in the abstract,
the further ones recline on, elaborate these. The objective to construct thesises containing generalizable results has been to bind
the empirical data processed by the Thesis to a broader scientific discourse. As a consequence of the above, the abstraction
extent of the two levels differs from each other. The first level has a comparison aspect adhering to the sites of observations. The
second level seeks more abstract principles. Whereas the first one emphasizes content issues the latter conceptual frameworks.
I do not think that one thesis group is more interesting or more scientific than the other. If a superiority of principles is claimed while
ignoring the discovered settlement structures and house forms on site then these principles lose content. The bias of the other
extreme may lead to limiting the scientific work to encyclopedical descriptions. Balancing the two aspects is a hard task. Eventually
two serious dangers should be avoided: the dogmatism of apodeictical principles resulting in clichés and the provincialism that
overdimensions the uniqueness of the locally discovered results. I have tried to avoid the danger of provincialism embedding the
discovered results into a broader conceptual frame as to release for dispute in the form of more abstract principles. As for general
results I should emphasize that involving other sites the thesises will need modification, complementation as it is hardly possible
that two case studies may cover all aspects of the small town heritage situation. Conceptualizing them is still useful as without a
certain level of abstraction and generalization, the empirical results may not be compared.

THE FIRST THESIS GROUP
1. The decline of historic land usage coheres neither with Medzev’s hilly location, nor with Turňa’s basin location.
The interpretation of the settlement image before modernity is inseparable from grounds usage, the immediate environmental
amenities. Turňa has had fertile riparian lands for grain cultures and animal husbandry, and in addition the Karszt-hills downs
facing south have facilitated viniculture. Citizens’ economical conditions had solely been determined by the size of land they owned
until the 1900s. Accordingly were the downtown area characterized as seigniorial, for husbandman’s, poor peasantry, and –
mingling in-

the lowly tradesmen’s. As the grounds were not extensive and the furthermost, hilly areas had kept their forest

character, there were no homesteads on the outskirts. Edifices in the grounds were only in the vineyards but the process to a
housing precinct had not begun here either. As opposed to Turňa, Medzev’s land usage -even in the Middle Ages- had not been
determined by prime agricultural production, but by the neighboring settlements’ mining goods and the energy of the Bodva and its
tributaries. The agricultural utilization of the region was confined to sylviculture and self-sufficient animal husbandry. As a result,
until the middle of the 20th century Medzev region had been characterized by the dichotomy of dense forest and more than a
hundred bloomeries in the traverse valleys.
Although the two settlements represent completely different land utilization models, still both have suffered the disintegration of the
traditional culture-land. From the province of Medzev all the bloomeries disappeared along with several artificial mill-races and
ponds. In the stead of low-lying forests large plough-lands emerged and homestead animal husbandry with the adjacent buildings
frayed from the image of the settlement. Last remnants of traditional agricultural utilization in inner plots disappeared with the
Transition of 1989. Forestation of orchards in longitudinal plots not built in causes a romantic settlement-land relation to emerge
that has never featured the town. Turňa’s downtown plots have been mostly built in, thus re-forestation is only limited to the
vineyard hills. I should as well point out now, that the devastation of the still cultivated plantations and the rapid decay of presshouses have occurred since the Transition of 1989. Even greater is the image transformation of the Bodva floodplain than the
transformation of the castle hill downs. The erstwhile aqueous habitats have disappeared due to river regulations. Thus the zonality
of the grounds vanished and the plough-lands have advanced to the river banks. Minor lands have been merged and agricultural
mechanization has eliminated mosaic-structure within plough-lands. Upon these results the thesis of the land uniformization may
be composed (see 5).

Turňa and Medzev, also the changes in their grounds usage and land relation between 1850 and 2000

2. Medzev’s feudal autonomy originated from the Middle Ages has created a less extreme character with more
homogeneous plot and housing stock, and paratactic settlement structure. Thus Medzev has been able to adapt to the
rapid changes in conditions since the 60s with less damage, as opposed to the very heterogeneous Turňa evolved under
seigniorial power.
Medzev’s social and architectural relations had been determined until the 1900’s by the feudal autonomy it acquired in the Late
Middle Ages. Besides the mining town rights, the guild system - regulating manufacture production, moreover the whole life of the
town – also had a difference leveling effect. The church stands on the main square as the architectural imprint of autonomy, whose
advowson was exercised by the town council from the 18th century. The major, central plots of the main square served the interest
of the community, such as the school, town hall, or parish. Until the 1900s privately owned plots were about the same size.
The community expressly took pains to moderate property differences. Although the arrangement of the feudal society is evincible,
still the measure of difference between patrician and simple citizen houses is not considerable. The difference between the poorly
suburbs and the richer center emerged as significant only after the 1900’s, when former had a stagnant street image, while the
center had been urbanizing thus the tense appeared in the street image as well. However even this polarization had not ultimately
burst the town’s former scale-balance.

Turňa’s history, on the other, was characterized by centrality from early times. Its church was built according to Roman Catholic
state organization, as clearly signified by assigning the location itself. Standing on a hill, dominating over the town, the building –
from a morphological point of view - is a transition between cloister architecture secluded from its environment and a town parish
church. As this settlement upon the Bodva became a county center during the Middle Ages, a monumental architectural emphasis
emerged due to the developing citadel. As the heritage of the above since the 17th century, there has existed the seigniorial castlecentre immediate in the town structure. For centuries the energies of the seigneury -Governing the neighboring villages as well had concentrated around this monumental center, thus a fairly foreign structure had emerged against the settlement texture. On a
smaller scale this occurred in the case of the county hall that also fairly surpasses the scale of the village-like image of the
settlement. These valuable architectural constructions constitute the upper group of the extremes of the settlement image. Below,
the simple form of folk architecture had been preserved until the middle of the 20th century. While the image of the wealthier,
neighboring villages was adorned with verandahs after the 1900’s, this middle-class, farmer building method is hardly evincible in
Turňa. The urban house form adhering to the Main street is not a mark of a rising peasant society, but of the Jewish merchant and
emerging intelligentsia classes.
Comparing the formations of the two historic settlement images after the Second World War, considerable differences in
deterioration of the characters may be observed. The most elements of the more coherent Medzev architecture have subsisted.
On a greater scale only the simple ‘mánta’ houses of the suburb, so-called ‘Grund’ have disappeared, but even here, the new
houses often follow the former buildings in volume. At Turňa on the other hand, the devastation of the most valuable heritage stock
is conspicuous, as well as the transformation of the streets of the pre-war poor. The complete demolition gaining momentum since
the 70s has only been obstructed by the segregation inherent in the entire historic town leading to a slow amortization way. All
these empirical observations have motivated the formulation of a more general thesis upon the middle-classification of the historic
character in the 20th century (see 8.).

See more: Tamáska M.: Hajnal István történelemszociológiája és a középkori építészet.

Turňa’s subordinate and Medzev’s paratactic base structure and different plot stock
3. Vitality of the urbanized settlement image. The historic house stock at the two settlements may be divided into two
main groups. First one is the traditionally developing peasant or guild- form architecture, while the second is middleclass interior culture. As a matter of fact, at both places the latter – middle-class character has largely subsisted after the
60’s, irrespective from that the constituting social group had been eliminated at both places.
As observed at both locations during the settlement examination, the folk or local architectural determination in the wealthy classes
withdrew, moreover ceased. Irrespective from the former architectural traditions of the two towns, peculiar small town architecture
emerged although only featuring the most frequented central areas. Thus the never homogeneous local architectural character
was expanded with a new layer.
The local middle-class architectural activities constituting the small town character drastically ceased at the end of World War II. at
both Medzev and Turňa. At Turňa the Jewish community was deported, while the bureaucratic class with jobs in the administration
lost power. The German population of Medzev was partly deported, also the operation of the bloomeries providing livelihood was
terminated. There might be claimed that, the transformations of the 1940s eliminated the groups that constituted this heritage and
not only the folk heritage. The physical amortization of the middle-class heritage is definitely slower than that of folk.
The main reason for this seems to be the quality of the buildings.The high technical quality of the first half of the 20th century
ensured the buildings in a block-like form subsisted the past decades, although without their former prestige, they still remained a
valuable part of the housing stock emerging after the 60s.*
The relatively slow pace of the physical amortization of the middle-class architecture makes a socio-historic cause palpable: the
groups constituting these disappeared at once. The history-sociological examination of the Traditional housing development has

highlighted that the mobilizing lower classes prefer to integrate the architectural forms of the immediate classes above them. Upon
such sampling did verandahs appear, later the second street room in Abaúj-Turňa county. Similar sample imitation may be
observed on peasant houses for eclectic window frames and secessionist plaster- architectures as well. Populace moving into the
houses of the disappearing middle-class at the end of the war, found themselves in an environment that they had relished before,
but lacked financial resources to attain. Due to this situation the populace moving into middle-class flats had no sample
architecture above them to follow as they used the best quality flats.The natural way of housing development had stopped for
decades, and only resumed with the new housing needs of the 60s, but in very different conditions.

See more:

Tamáska M.: Amit a huszadik század meghagyott. Településképi örökséghelyzetek
Kassa vidékén.
Tamáska M.: Double-decked peasant House in Ťahanovce

__________________________
* However the representative functions of the middle-class architecture such as the opening, adjoining rooms or the eclecticsecessionist facades hardly adapted to the new social expectations. Along with the transformation of commerce the need for
merchant houses with shop room declined too. Historic middle-class architectural form of expression suffered greatly in these
details, most apparently in settlement image, baring the façade architecture of the buildings.

4. Defining Medzev’s traditional architecture as German has contributed to its survival, while the lack of a similar national
(Hungarian) assign has kept Turňa losing image up until today.
Research took interest in Medzev’s architecture more than hundred years ago. It was the Budapest World Exhibition as a symbolic
starting point of the modern Hungarian folklore house research, and here Abaúj- Turňa county’s nationality architecture was
represented by a ‘mánta’ house. I intended not to mention German house as the Medzev populace at that time of nation formation
belonged more to the Hungarian nation than to the Great German notion. Changes were only brought forward between the two
wars by the folk German movement (Volksdeutsch).The post war retaliations resulted that Medzev became a key issue of the
Carpathian German national identity, as only here did a relatively numerous, intact German language enclave remain in Slovakia.
Thus understandable that the architectural tradition of the Bodva-region gained more significance as well. First the bloomeries
gained a symbolic context, but after the Transition the old ‘mánta’ house has become a part of the minority’s identity.The Medzev’s
protected inner core is now well known and acknowledged by Slovaks as a ‘typical German small town. All that increases the value
of the residual houses ultimately helping their survival.
Turňa being Hungarian was a lot more explicit than Medzev being German. As the town’s character differs not significantly from the
average villages of the region, its values are harder to observe until today. Quite telling, while the remaining postcards of the old
Medzev featured mainly the street image of citizen houses, Turňa had mainly the photos of the castle besides the few grand
buildings of the center. Housing Districts of the poor do not come to the display of the town. The cultural transformation of the folk
architecture-culture as observed at district ‘Grund’ of Medzev has completely been lacking at Turňa. Turňa’s rurality has ever been

an obstacle to overcome at this former, stagnant county seat. After 1920 Hungarians became a minority and their search for
identity excludes the exploration of traditional architecture methods. Turňa’s people consider neither the folk houses, nor the small
town architecture of the 1900s as typically Hungarian – metastically part of their identity – thus not as values to protect. Urban
houses on the other hand are identified with the local Jewish community, while folk architecture with the peasant past. Thus Turňa
is such a Hungarian town whose cultural identity excludes architecture. Understandable, that without this emotional drive the locals
do not want to undertake expensive renovations.
See more: Tamáska M.: Stadtbild und ethnische Identität in Untermetzenseifen 1920-1944.

SECOND THESIS GROUP
5. In this given region, by the forced co-operatives, the elimination of smaller factories on the outskirts, and the
mechanization of agricultural production, in the stead of village-like, diverse small town land–environment, a greatly
uniformed, mosaicness-lost, impoverishing land-frame has evolved.
The Hungarian and Western-European literatures pay special attention to problem of ‘spreading’ occurring in the second half of the
20th century. Quite reasonably, as Hungarian settlement organization would not put a stop to this process at one place, or was not
willing to do so at another. In the region of Košice however, primarily administration intervened – upon soil protection - to impede
the formation of close gardens and their being built in.* All this has enabled me to concentrate on other projections of land and
settlement relations during research. Thus it can be established that the former mosaic-like land usage – of significant local
features – has transformed into a uniformed economy quite neglecting the local facilities.
This uniformization has been created mainly by the aspect of managing large areas uniformly, establishing co-operatives along
with large-scale farming, mechanization, and production rationalization - as background variants. This thesis highlights the role of
mechanization among other background variants which was connected to the socialist structure as opposed to collectivization.
Mechanization has similarly rationalized land usage here as in Western-European countries. As mechanization is the antonym of
craftsmanship, understandable that the most vulnerable elements of the culture scene are the occupations requiring intensive

human labor, such as small area vineyards of the hills, orchards, or family factories. Architecture supporting these activities
deteriorates fast, especially if situated on the outskirts and not on the interior. ** As a reason, these edifices were characterized
even at their building by merely functional, thus hardly transformable applications.

__________________________
* Thus the given situation had a direct effect, plot building-in was intensified within the settlement for scarcity of building plots.
** The decay of the homestead network of the Alföld had similar causes.
6. Heritage situations of the structural expansion: three heritage situations of the relations of the historic core and the
new settlement districts may be defined: growth on the existing structural elements (growths in length, balk roads, plot
intersections), growth as family, estate houses, or annexing blocks of flats.
Heritage situations of the structural expansion offer no concluded typology, highlighting however an essential problem: the relation
of the old and the new town. Even the first settlement-image researches took the changing of the architectural texture for granted,
everything may not come under protection. The only question was to decide what was historically given, and what was new, a
foreign interference. During the 50s and 60s the middle of the 19th century was defined as the borderline.
After the modernization of the 60s - 70s of the 20th century, we may feel that historic architecture terminated after the
transformation following 1945. It is especially true for the country where many elements of traditional life style and space usage
had subsisted during the capitalist era and it only entered finally the process of modernization in the years of the 40s - 50s of the
20th century.
I also review in my thesis the relation of the old and new structuality upon the turn of 1945. Nevertheless the detailed data
collection has revealed that the explosive transformation of housing demands and the elimination of peasant traditions occurred
about from the 60s. Three methods were to satisfy the structural expansion arising from that sudden increase of housing demands
of that time (generalizing the examples of the small towns in question). The first method followed the well-tried principle of the
growth of historic structures. As a result plot intersections may be observed creating rows of family houses parallel to the original

ones, or growths in length by allotting plots along former balk roads, or by highways. Estate-like expansion is fairly different from
the above. At these settlement districts, the Building method follows the family house form, but the logic of plot and street system
may not be comprehended from the historic settlement. The estates usually constitute a separate unit connected to the historic
small town street structure only via a service road. Finally theirs is the blocks of flats absolutely foreign from plot system traditions
and small house building-in, refusing the most basic character elements of the historic settlement image.
See more: Tamáska M.: Amit a huszadik század meghagyott. Településképi örökséghelyzetek Košice vidékén.

Expansion patterns of the cross-street base structure in the 20th century. Surviving historic forms on the left, estate-like (family
house district and blocks of flats) additions on the right
7. The settlement-level heritage protection faces different problems emerging from the different relations of the old and
the new districts. If the town centre has moved, as consequence of the segregation of this area, it has to face the
challenge leading to the simplification of the county town character. If the historic center has kept its role, the most
important task is to manage the conflict between the modern functions and the historic texture.
The historic center bears special significance to preserve the town image. Typically the buildings (church, town hall, and parish) of
heritage significance are concentrated here, and in most cases the dwelling houses are the most stately here as well. From the
point of view of the town image transformation it is extremely important to understand the urbanistic changes of the last 60 years
and the transformation of the role of the centers. In my heritage typology I completed only the general descriptions of two cases.
First when the growing town body does not burst the former hierarchy-relations and the historic center also serves the new
districts. In the second case as a result of expansion the center shifts off and the community character of the former downtown
gradually gives way to housing function.

The condition to the survival of the center is that the new segments should grow evenly on the former town body embracing it in a
circle, semi-circle. Major feature of these cases is that even the new plot allotments mainly have traffic via the old street structure.
The historic buildings of the town core should supply a town grown at least in its volume and often in its population number.
Additionally there are the challenges arising from life-style changes, such as traffic load and new consumer customs. The main

question seems to be if the town core structure – created in different social circumstances – may be able to adjust to the new
demands. The function shift seems relatively easy in the case of early Modern Age market places offering garden, park facilities.
Also viable are the urban buildings originally fitted with shop room which are still appropriate for small shops, confectioneries.
However the simple, small ground-space dwelling houses have a disproportionately small market value as opposed to plot value.
Apparent, that mere economical considerations are not sufficient to their survival. Another problem arises as hardly any, present,
historical house types may accommodate functions requiring large ground-space such as a supermarket. Thus comprehensive
buildings may wedge into the town texture, easily upsetting the settlement order.
As the above are the attributes of a too fast development of the center, the county town character simplification is a result of a
special segregation. The edifices of offices and commercial units moving out of the center have been left as empty shells while the
town core is gradually declining into a housing district. Once the old buildings lack heritage content, on a mere market basis these
houses are less valuable than new flats. Consequently less wealthy classes move in the old downtown. Besides the difficulties of
everyday condition preservation there is no energy to preserve luxurious details. The eclectic plaster architecture and the large
wooden gate symbolizing wealth are the most vulnerable elements in such a transformation. Also similar simplification may be
observed on houses formerly having shop room, where street door gets walled up, showcases get removed. All in all it can be
stated that this function-lost, historic county town center shows a more village-like image now, than 60-70 years ago.

8. ‘Middle-classification’ of architectural relics. The most vulnerable elements of the Historic architectural character occur
at the extremes of social layers of the old settlement: the representative, common and private buildings on one and, while
on the other the edifices of the poor.
The fast social transformation of the second half of the 20th century has not affected the historic building stock equally. The root of
this effect seems to be the generally increased civilization demand against flats, also that the former social hierarchy relations
ceased. These two factors together accelerated the decay of the extreme values of the historic house stock. As the poorest,
simplest edifices had low ceiling and small living space, also for the materials used they were too expensive, or just impossible to
modernize. Also a reasonable social cause adds up to this, that in the local hierarchy of values folk architecture is not ‘the symbol
of the creative process of the clear structurism without frills’ as claimed by the modern movement, but more like that of
underdevelopment. If somehow these houses have evaded demolition, in the background there may be observed some constantly
lagging groups of the local society, along with segregation penetrating the whole historic district.
While the most archaic relics of folk architecture frayed off from settlement image for their simplicity, the most valuable, stately
impressive blocks have withered for their refinement. These constructions (palaces, seigniorial mills, public warehouses, town halls
that lost administrative role, etc.) used to be the keystone of a complex economical and social system. After the war these systems
disintegrated, initiating the decay of their architectural projections. For their scale they stood little chance for a natural

transformation, as even a bigger mansion surpassed the housing demands of the 60-70s, let alone palaces, or their auxiliary
buildings. In all cases maintenance should have required and would require even now a central heritage provision.
From The rather poorly and the rather monumental relics, the first ones are undoubtedly more endangered for having no immanent
values. It may not be stated that the sheer, displayed fact of heritage protection would in itself guarantee their survival, but the legal
act makes them apparent as cultural heritage. The same does not apply to the architecture of the poor districts therefore any
urbanistic intervention occurs, heritage protection mostly compromises at the cost of these buildings for the profit orientation of an
investment. As a consequence of the above, these extremes bear a larger scale of social obsolescence – if other factors, as
segregation or heritage protection measures did not put a stop to it – adding to the uniformization of the settlement image. Given
that this middle-orientated uniformization generally materializes in the traditional urbanization of the county town architecture,
understandable, that the multi-layer character of the small town image gets replaced by a homogenizing relic material. Surviving
relic materials from different places display more similarity than the circumstances of those times would justify. That also should be
added, that just during the examination of the two towns it was proved what a manifold heritage the 1900’s middle-classifying
architecture means.
See more: Tamáska M.: Amit a huszadik század meghagyott. Településképi örökséghelyzetek
Kassa vidékén.
Tamáska M.: Hagyományos és modern falusi lakóházak örökségszociológiai vizsgálata.

9. Finally as a contribution to the Hungarian folk (village, naïve, anonym, vernacular) architecture research housedevelopment dispute, the thesis suggests the following evolution distribution
1. Urban architecture 1900-1960.
2. New style of naïve architecture 1867-1960
3. Old style of naïve architecture with surviving relics before 1867
My last thesis only indirectly relates to settlement level heritage protection when highlighting its smallest unit, that is, the
development of dwelling houses. In the discourse of the country dwelling house development folk and historic approaches
dominate. Consequently more attention seems to be paid to the origins of the land dialects emerging at the end of the 19th century
than to their disintegration in the 20th century. A sociologically, socio-historically oriented dwelling house examination, however, is
more present-focused. Therefore the starting point of my typology is not the far past only verifiable by archaeology but the heritage
of the house layers still available in recent settlement image. As the locations have been county towns understandably the urbanic
transformation gains special attention (1. urbanic architecture 1900-1960). This fairly young house layer represents the most
characteristic part of small towns. Also this is the house type that created architecture – independent from local dialects – as the
railway expanded. This architecture accomplishes middle-class ideals: large inner spaces, opening-adjoining rooms, and the strict
separation of kitchen from living rooms. Observing the county town, middle-class house as the coherent final piece of a

development – with a chance to grow to a more storied building by time – we might realize that many of its elements came from the
part of the flourishing folk architecture.
The second element of my typology is a partly coeval, partly older layer as of the previous one (2. the new style of naïve
architecture1867-1960). If it is compared with the former archaic forms, its integrative elements appear, if it is compared with town
dwelling house its regional determination emerges. Its general feature is the central location of the kitchen, independently if that
was a custom as a space system in that region. Fire equipments tend to closed smoke exhaustion, uniforming then to factory
products. Material usage converges towards brick walling. Plant roofing so prominent in the land character gets replaced by tile or
other solid materials. These general attributes coincide rather not with the former architectural traditions but with the time and
speed of the transformation. The novelty of naïve architecture should rather be interpreted upon the old style building traditions
linked to the natural landscape thus expressing the land character (3. old style of folk architecture with surviving relics before
1867). This archaic house layer shows great land differences both in material usage and space system, even from one village to
another. Some similar features are the small wall niches, low ceiling, small ground space thus the old style dwelling houses may
hardly fulfill their original dwelling function. They are used either as holiday homes or as dwellings of the very poor, or museums.
On Settlement level, in situ, these rather exotic and valuable but very unpractical buildings are the greatest challenges for heritage
protection

See more: Tamáska M.: Kockaházat a skanzenbe? Az utóparaszti háztípus helye a vidéki házfejlıdésben.
Tamáska M.: Hagyományos és modern falusi lakóházak örökségszociológiai vizsgálata.
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